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RFP-CDMI 2022/02
Date: 12th January 2022

Detailed RFP Report
Tender request for

Cloud-based Digital Media Initiative at BBC

1. Introduction and Background

1.1 British Broadcasting Corporation is the world’s largest, publicly financed broadcasting
firm based in Great Britain1. The company operates under the royal charter with virtually outright
independence in the overseeing of its operations. With the vision statement being ‘to be the
most creative organization in the world’2, the BBC thrives with the mission statement that
implies the firm to enact in the interest of the public for wider audience outreach, entertaining
and educating them in a way that exceeds their expectations, thereby bringing about a radical
change in their lives. The vision and mission of the firm have aspired it in setting up a standard
for itself within a broadcasters domain by offering synchronously timed in, thoroughly
researched content services to its audience.

1.2 Broadcasting updates from around the world to serve its audience at both national and
international levels (content broadcasting in more than 40 languages)3 has created a
data-intensive environment for the BBC that requires tackling challenges related to complex
data handling and data archiving techniques. To keep the overall functioning of the firm smooth
and efficient requires that the company’s operations flow with the course of the tide by adapting
to the changes rapidly, be it technology-related or technique-related4.

1.3 In light of this and with the world rapidly shifting towards digitisation technology, the first
attempt of digitising the operational functions, data handling and archiving techniques at BBC
was made in the year 2008 under the Digital Media Initiative (DMI). However, due to several
setbacks, the project failed at materialising in its entirety as is the usual case that happens when
trying to enter the digital space through sudden media foraying5.

1.4 CDMI (Cloud-based Digital Media Initiative) is the successor version of the predecessor
DMI which the BBC is intending to implement. Keeping in view the lessons learned from the

5 (KaufmanFellows, 2012)
4 (Baldwin, 2014)
3 (BBC, 2021)
2 (Clark, 2021)
1 (Cunningham, 2017)



predecessor DMI project, the BBC aims to develop a better procurement and management
strategy for this project so as to avoid once again the damage inflicted and experienced as of
the antecedent DMI project.

2. Invitation

Through this request for proposal is seeking to contract out (on a competitive tender basis) a technically
competent and skill capable firm that has a strong history of completing IT projects at good terms with
reputed clientele in the past. This tender bidding is intended for the contracting of an IT services
providing company to implement the Cloud-Based Digital Media Initiative (CDMI) as mentioned
above.

2.1 Annexe 1 of this report provides a detailed term of reference (TOR) that covers the
clarification of assignments and deliverables expected

2.2 Deadline for the submission of proposals is 12th February 2022, Friday @ 17:00-hours
UK Standard Time

2.3 The breakdown of this report follows as:

Annexe 1 Terms of Reference (TOR)

Annexe 2 Criteria of Evaluating Received Tenders and RFPs

Annexe 3 CDMI Procurement Management

Annexe 4 RFP Timeline

2.4 Should a proposing firm gets chosen by BBC for contracting, all the terms that have
been set forth herein this RFP report will be viable for the contract. The contract would require
the vendor to comply with all factual statements and representations made herewith. Also, if this
proposal receives any modifications (in the context of negotiating) that are agreed to by the
BBC, that too shall become a viable part of the contract.

2.5 With no liability incurred to the contracted/proposer's firm, the BBC has the right to cancel
a part or an entirety of one or more requirements for the CDMI project disclosed in this report.
Similarly, the BBC also owns the right to cancel or reject any proposal, or maybe annul the
whole selection process by rejecting all received proposals at any time the company deems
appropriate.

2.6 It is possible for proposing firms to withdraw their proposals once they've submitted only if
they provide a written notification that reaches BBC’s Procurement Management department
prior to the closing date of this proposal, following which no proposal will be allowed to be
withdrawn or modified even if provided with the written notice.

2.7 All received bid offers should remain open for acceptance and valid for the period of 90
days(counted onwards from the deadline). A proposal that has a validity day count less than 90
would be downright rejected.



2.8 This Request for Proposal is issued under the BBC’s Administrative Guidelines for
Procurement which can be found in its entirety at:
https://downloads.bbc.co.uk/supplying/pdf/PC3 Non Regulated Contracts.pdf

3. RFP Documents Clarification Requests

3.1 Any prospective proposer who seeks clarification regarding solicited documents of this
RFP should be directed only towards the procurement head via email at
procurement_cdmi@bbc.co.uk with the subject line QueryRFP-CDMI 2022/02-Cloud Based
Digital Media Initiative

3.2 All received clarifications requests for the solicited documents will be responded to by
the BBC procurement management by the date disclosed for clarification of the RFP in Annexe
4 (RFP Timeline)

4. Amendments in Request for Proposals Documents

4.1 BBC reserves the right to modify or make any amendments in the RFP documents either
at its own consent or probably following a clarification requested by any prospective proposer.
The amendments will however be disclosed at the company’s website and proposers notified via
email.

4.2 Following the amendments in RFP documents, to allow proposers a reasonable time to
take those amendments into account, the BBC may, at its own will extend the deadline of
submitting bid offers.

5. Proposal Language

5.1 All correspondence related to this RFP and its related documents should be made in the
English language. This includes all the documents prepared by the proposer in response to this
RFP.

5.2 Supporting documents or any printed literature that a proposer furnishes alongside the
proposal may be in another language, however, it will only be accepted if accompanied with a
proper translation to English of all the relevant material to this RFP therein. The accuracy of the
translation and its sole responsibility would be at the proposers’ sole discretion.

6. Submission of Proposal

6.1 Application: Following on-screen instructions for application against this RFP’s issue #
online on BBC’s e-sourcing portal at https://bbc.bravosolution.co.uk/web/login.html.

6.2 Tech and Financial Proposal Submission: Both technical and financial proposals as
separate files must be submitted via email to procurement cdmi@bbc.co.uk as under:

6.2.1 Email Subject line: This should be RFP-CDMI 2022/02-Cloud Based Digital
Media Initiative



6.2.2 Tech Proposal: File#1 should have a file name as RFP-CDMI2022/02-Technical
Proposal-(Proposer Company Name)

6.2.3 Financial Proposal: File#2 should have a file name as
RFP-CDMI2022/02-Financial Proposal-(Proposer Company Name)

Note: Both files should be sent as an attachment in one email and not multiple emails.

6.3 Financial proposal’s submitted file MUST be password protected. Once the technical
proposal of the firm passes the qualifying score, an authorised procurement person from BBC
will contact the bidding firm for the encryption password to the firm’s financial proposal.
Password Encryption to Financial Proposal MUST NOT be sent in any form to BBC unless
requested by the firm’s authorised procurement officer.

6.4 Bid Security: All bids must be accompanied by a Bid Security pay order of about 2% of
the total bid value

6.5 Should you find part of this RFP document missing or illegible, you should immediately
notify the BBC’s procurement on the aforementioned email address.

7. Minimum Eligibility Criteria
This RFP is open to all firms meeting the following minimum eligibility criteria:

7.1 The proposer firm should possess an OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer) license or
at least be a partner of an authorized OEM certification holding company.

7.2 The proposer firm should possess verifiable proof of products’ and services’ supply,
maintenance, and support.

7.3 The proposer firm should not be blacklisted for illegal actions or have gone through
litigation during the last five years.

7.4 The proposer firm must be registered with Sales Tax and Revenue Boards.

8. Rejection of Proposals

8.1 All bid offers received in response to this RFP past the deadline for proposal-offer
receiving disclosed in Annexe 4 will normally be downright rejected.

8.2 Proposals of the prospective proposing firms who fail to meet the minimum eligibility
criteria will also get their proposals rejected if they fail to fulfil the minimum eligibility criteria by
the due date for submission of proposals.

9. Proposals Opening

9.1 Tech proposals will be opened on 14th February 2022 at 11:00 am publicly in the CDMI
Management Director Room of BBC Headquarters on the 7th Floor merely for the purpose of
recording proposers names who’ve submitted proposals in response to this RFP. One bidder



representative with proper authorization from the proposing firm’s company may attend the tech
proposal opening.

9.2 Financial bids must be encrypted with the password with at least 90 days validity period
of the bid. Financial proposals would be opened only for the firms whose tech proposals qualify
the passing criterion. Bid validity would be counted onwards from the day of bid opening.

10. Ethical Code of Conduct

10.1 According to the BBC’s Administrative Guidelines for Procurement, any person or an
entity that plays a role in BBC-related activities is necessarily required to express an ethical
code of conduct during all activities connected directly or indirectly to the firm; that is during
procurement and the execution of contracts of any form.

10.2 If BBC finds a person or an entity who has gotten involved in corrupt, coercive,
fraudulent, or any such activities that are against the ethical code of conduct, the proposal of the
culprit firm would be rejected and contracts(if allotted with one) terminated instantly.

11. Conflict of Interest

11.1 For the rendering of services to the BBC, proposers must acknowledge in their proposals
the nullification of any potential conflicts of interest.

11.2 Should there exist a conflict of interest for the proposing firm, the firm must disclose its
policy of resolving their conflicts for smooth and uninterrupted service rendering to BBC.

12. Confidentiality

12.1 Proposal evaluation regarding all types of RFPs at BBC along with the BBCs
recommendations for the selection of vendors is kept highly confidential and by no means is it
disclosed to other bidding parties and firms.
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Annexe 1

Terms of Reference (ToR) for CDMI project

1. Background information of BBC’s DMI project

Back in 2008, according to the decisions made by the BBC Trust and under the approved Work
Plan of the year, the BBC undertook the initiative of transforming its infrastructure via the
digitisation of its assets for better data handling, processing, and archiving. Ever since the
conception of an idea to digitising, the initiative was deemed as a must-have to have6 given the
data-intensive environment in which the BBC operates to serve its national and international
audience. However much crucial the project was deemed to be by the BBC itself, the project
failed to materialise in its entirety due to complications and conflicts it faced during the course of
its action, leaving a mark on both the economics and financial history of the firm7.

2. Aims and Objectives of the CDMI project

2.1 With the world advancing rapidly in technology that yields newer, more convenient forms
of data handling and archiving on a regular basis, it is crucial for the firm to race with the pace of
technology so as to both provide the best customer experience to its audience and maintain its
data integrity in a way that makes its retrieval efficient and robust. For that, the BBC aims to
implement the successor version of the DMI named CDMI - Cloud-Based Digital Media Initiative
keeping in strict view the lessons learned from the failure8 of the predecessor version of the
project9.

2.2 In a meeting of the BBC’s Board members conducted in November 2021, the issues of
arising conflicts in data handling and data processing were discussed with different probable
solutions placed upfront for tackling issues. Of all the probable solutions, the BBC’s board
members decided to implement cloud-based computing (CC) services within the BBC
infrastructure. This decision was made based on the research10 that the technology provides
remote access of hardware and software to users, which was thought of as the best solution for
situations like work from home during the pandemic.

10 (Stergiou, et al. 2018)
9 (Conlan and Arthur, 2013)
8 (Baumann, 2021)
7 (Daniel and Ward, 2013)
6 (Sangani, 2014)



3. Scope of Work, Objectives, and Methodology

3.1 Objectives and Methodology

Through CDMI, BBC intends to achieve a central controlling and accessing unit (that is a cloud)
which the BBC staff can access, upload, alter, or process online from the comfort of their homes
via personal computers or desktops. Since the cloud would serve as a main central controlling
and processing unit, multiple media processing tasks might be made to execute in parallel, and
similarly, there would be content coming onboard the cloud from multiple user-ends11 when
multifarious users share their data over the cloud with others. This will lead to a dynamically
shared environment in which the provisioning of resources becomes challenging12 when
efficiency and service quality are both what the end-user expects and prefers simultaneously.
For that to happen simultaneously and ensure user satisfaction to the fullest, the BBC expects
the following deliverables as of the implementation of CDMI.

3.1.1 CDMI Hardware Deliverable Specifications
For the most part requires analyzing the Make or Buy Decisions because today there are a
number of products like DSLRs, Cameras, Mics, Switches, Routers, etc that are already made
available in abundance in the marketplace. However, not all available hardware devices in the
marketplace are integrable with every new technology implemented13. Therefore, this process
will require the contracted firm to evaluate the decision of Making-or-Buying hardware items
following the below suggested four-stage analysis.

13 (Mehrabi, Ulsoy, and Koren, 2000)
12 (Jamshidi, Ahmad, and Pahl, 2014)
11 (Sembiring, and Beyer, 2013)



In terms of financial elements, here’s how the process of make-it and buy-it would look like
hierarchically14:

14 (Mehrabi, Ulsoy, and Koren, 2000)



Make or Buy analysis is an integral part of the Project Procurement Management. A detailed
Make or Buy analysis sheet is added in Annexe 3 (CDMI Procurement Management).

3.1.2 CDMI Software Deliverable Specifications
As mentioned in the project’s work scope, the software deliverable of the CDMI project

will have three main deliverables:

● Cloud Deployment
● Cloud Computing
● Integrations of Hardware Equipment with the deployed cloud

3.1.2.1 Cloud Deployment and Cloud Computing

In scaling up the firm’s infrastructure, cloud deployment has been researched to be the
high-performance computing application (HPC)15. By incorporating cloud in its infrastructure
model, the BBC aims to have a central control hub that offers its users(both employee staff and
customers) the advantage of on-demand provisioning alongside a virtualisation-enabled
customisation, resource allocation, and flexibility. Also to provide for enormous consumer
demands, continuous supply of content with high performance entailing minimal to zero delays,
the need for media enterprises to shift to cloud based system is vital16.

Of the various cloud models17 available for deployment, BBC aims to implement the Hybrid
cloud model that is a duo of Private and Public Cloud models. For media based companies
such as the BBC, performance is crucial as the firm states that if its page loading time is
delayed by a few seconds, that’ll have the corporation lose a quarter or more of its audience.
Therefore, to speed up the process, transfer of BBC’s services from the old, conventional
means LAMP(Linux, Apache, MySQL, Php/Python) to cloud computing is a vital point for
CDMI’s overall success18.

3.1.2.2 Integrations of all Deliverable Modules

Without integration, all deliverables would be separate, stand-alone parts of the project
that won’t derive the intended results of the CDMI. For that, both hardware deliverables and
software deliverables of the CDMI need to be integrated with one another.

3.2 CDMI Project Management Plan

Based on the above intended deliverables, BBC has decided a project management plan. This
plan is just to give an overview to the proposing firms about how the CDMI project would
proceed. Meaning, that if the proposing firm requests amendments to this plan based on their
services providing criteria, the plan might be subjected to updates only when BBC approves the
requested amendments to the plan.

18 (Humble, 2021)
17 (Rountree, and Castrillo, 2014)
16 (Mahajan, 2019)
15 (Gupta, et al., 2013)



3.3 CDMI WBS (Work Breakdown Structure)

Depending upon the intended hardware and software deliverables of the CDMI; the following is
the detailed WBS of the project:



3.4 CDMI Project Tentative Timeline

Following is the timeline for the CDMI project, This isn’t a final draft of it, rather it can be
subjected to changes to counter and accommodate any rising issues during project
implementation. BBC will work closely with the contracted firm in the finalisation of the project’s
timeline. This process might take iterative decisions and BBC board meetings with the
contracted firm managers for the final timeline to be ready.

Note: The GoogleSheets/.xlsx version of this timeline can be accessed here.



3.5 CDMI Detailed Specification

Note: The GoogleDocs version of this sheet can be accessed here.
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Annexe 2

Criteria of Evaluating Tenders Received
for Cloud-based Digital Media Initiative

1. Tendering Process

The tendering process for this RFP would be competitive in nature. The competitive tendering
process at BBC is aimed at contracting firms for an opportunity of work on a hire basis. This
tendering process usually involves the following four stages:

1.1 Stage#1 Checking Eligibility of proposers

● Issuance of Invitation to Tender advertisement on BBC’s website and BBC’s
e-sourcing portal at https://bbc.bravosolution.co.uk/web/login.html.

● Firms wishing to be considered submit proposals against the advertised Invitation to
Tender

● BBC checks the eligibility status of all firms that submitted proposals. Additional
documents or further clarifications for detailed eligibility checks might be requested by
BBC from prospective proposing firms.

● Proposers are then notified in detail about the results of the eligibility check. Proposing
firms who pass this stage would be eligible to proceed to stage 2 of the tendering
process.

1.2 Stage#2 Shortlisting

● Proposing firms who pass the first stage of the tendering process will be provided with
further documents containing detailed information about the CDMI project’s intended



deliverables, objectives and other relevant information to complete their proposal to the
RFP.

● Shortlisted firms on the basis of eligibility pass may contact BBC procurement seeking
clarifications about tender requirements and project details.

● Shortlisted firms will have to submit their complete response to the proposal via BBC’s
e-sourcing portal mentioned above.

● Based on the award criteria disclosed in the detailed RFP documents, BBC will evaluate
the proposals of the shortlisted firms; thereby scoring and ranking all received proposals
of the shortlisted firms.

● At any stage during the tendering process, BBC requesting additional documents or
clarifications from proposing firms is normal and should be expected by proposing firms.

1.3 Stage#3 Interviewing

● Shortlisted firms who proceed with stage 2 of proposal submission, will be interviewed or
more appropriately invited to Pitch Meetings with BBC for the discussion of their
submissions.

● During the pitch meetings, the respective representative of the firm will have to elaborate
on the proposal received in his firm’s name and might have to provide clarifications in the
proposal where requested by BBC.

● Interviewing will help BBC in further shortlisting the number of proposers based on their
interview responses. At this stage, BBC will have the authority to either further shortlist
the firms by arranging second interviews for further conversations(for example, for
negotiating price and terms) with the shortlisted proposers.

1.4 Stage#4 Final Award of Contract and Evaluation

● Once the interviewing session is completed, BBC will analyse and compare the
proposing firm’s tech and financial proposals with other firms’ proposals.

● Based on the award criteria disclosed in the detailed invitation to tender documents, the
BBC will then evaluate and award the contract finally to the proposing firm that offers
better value and quality within the budget specified by the firms.
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Annexe 3

CDMI Procurement and Contract Management

1. Make/Buy Analysis Sheet

Note: The GooleSheets/.xlsx version of this calculation sheet can be downloaded here.

2. CDMI Procurement Planning Sheets

Note: The GooleSheets/.xlsx version of this sheet can be accessed here.



3. Standard Project Directory

BBC requires the contracted firm and the CDMI assigned project managers to keep a standard
project directory record for CDMI Contract Management. As per the defined standard project
directory by BBC, here’s how the filing system should look like for the CDMI project.

Figure: CDMI Standard Project Directory

Note that these filing directories have been compiled with reference to the figure of CDMI Management Plan
discussed in Section 3.2 of this report. Also the responsible project management team will also be required to keep
the maintained hardcopy version of the project management as a binder which might be requested for project
progress tracking or other purposes by BBC board members any time. No excuses for failure in providing the
necessary documents within the hardcopy binder shall be accepted.

4. Procurement Staff
CDMI Procurement related activities will be handled by following designatory role staff at BBC.

Sr # Designatory Roll Responsibility Personnel In Charge

1 Procurement Planner Planning the services and products to be brought

2 Solicitation Planner Maintain documentation for the support of solicitation
works from sellers

3 Solicitation Source Selector Acquiring receipt documents and necessary information
for solicitation documentations from sellers

4 Contract Administrator
Managing the entire contracting process keeping

project management and prospective contracted firms
well informed about the on-going activities related to

contract updates, and amendments

5 Contract Closeout In Charge Cross checking the fulfillment of contract requirements
prior to closing out
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Annexe 4

RFP Timeline
BBC shall follow the below timeline for the CDMI project’s RFP. Any changes occurring in this
schedule would be duly updated on BBC’s website as well as the e-sourcing portal of BBC.

# Event
Party

Responsible for
Action

Tentative Date
(and time, GMT)

1 RFP Issuance BBC 20 December 2021

2 Due date to request clarifications about
RFP via email

Proposing Firm 7 January 2022

3 Due date to respond to clarification
requests about RFP (Pre-bid meeting)

BBC 10 January 2022

4 Due date for receiving proposal offers Proposing Firm 12 February 2022

5 Tech proposal opening BBC 14 February 2022
@11:00 hours

6 Financial proposal opening BBC 16 February 2022
@16:00 hours

7 Evaluations and Award of contract BBC 21 February 2022

*GMT: Greenwich Mean Time
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